
SKILLS FOR
EFFECTIVE ENDINGS

EFFECTIVE ENDINGS

An effective end to the consultation depends

on the core skills of beginning consultations

effectively, gathering information effectively

and creating personalised explanations and

care plans.

This chapter explores the specific skills that

enable effective endings to consultations,

when all the earlier phases have gone to

plan. This can help the consultation to finish

safely, with appropriate future plans, to the

satisfaction of clinician and patient.

ENSURE AGREEMENT ABOUT
NEXT STEPS

Identifying the next steps, begins the

process of signalling that the

consultation is moving towards a close,

and the clinician can use appropriate

phrases to help this along.

“So, to recap before you go to the next

step is for you to have the blood test...

and I will contact you with the results

when they come back.”

CONFIRM THE PLAN OF CARE

This process is sometimes referred to

as ‘contracting’ which captures the

idea that both parties need to be in

agreement about a suitable plan for

future care will be. This section

explores effective contracting and

shared planning. 

ENSURE THAT APPROPRIATE
‘SAFETY NETTING’ HAS
OCCURRED.

Safety netting often takes a very

cursory form, along the lines of: “come

back if you don’t get better” 

As in other areas of the consultation,

effective safety netting is personalised

to the specific needs of the patient,

taking into account their unique

situation and problems, and giving

advice that is tailored to the individual. 

ENSURE AN APPROPRIATE
POINT OF ENDING WITH AN END
SUMMARY

Summarising is an essential tool to use

during the closing phases of the

consultation. It is a useful aid to accuracy

and adherence, as it provides a final

opportunity for clinician and patient to

‘confirm their deliberations’, and a final

check that the patient is happy with

things or has any remaining questions.
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'All's well that ends
well'   

 
William Shakespeare 

'Begin with the end 
in mind'    

  
    Stephen Covey  

'Unmatched agendas
easily lead to
conflict and

frustration'    
  

  Kurtz, Silverman &
Draper 
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